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9RO�����������1R���
$UWLFOHV

&KDUDFWHUL]DWLRQ�RI�'HOLJQLILHG�2LO�3DOP�'HFDQWHU�&DNH��23'&��IRU�3RO\PHU�&RPSRVLWH�'HYHORSPHQW

0XKDPPDG�$TLI�$GDP��$ODZL�6XODLPDQ��$]KDUL�6DPVX�%DKDUXGGLQ��0RKG�1RUL]QDQ�0RNKWDU��.DUXSSXFKDP\
6XEELDQ��0HLVDP�7DEDWDEDHL
SDJHV������������ )XOO�WH[W ���'2,����������LMDVHLW���������

,VRODWHV�RI�/LSRO\WLF��3URWHRO\WLF�DQG�&HOOXORO\WLF�%DFWHULD�IURP�3DOP�2LO�0LOO�(IIOXHQW�DQG�7KHLU�3RWHQF\
DV�&RQVRUWLXP

0XKDPPDG�6DLG��0XKDPPDG�)DL]DO��%DPEDQJ�<XGRQR����+DVDQXGLQ��6ULZL�3HUWLZL�(VWXQLQJVLK
SDJHV������������ )XOO�WH[W ���'2,����������LMDVHLW���������

9DOXH�&KDLQ�$QDO\VLV�DQG�9DOXH�$GGHG�(QKDQFHPHQW�RI�,QGRQHVLD�&UXGH�3DOP�2LO�6XSSO\�&KDLQ

-XOL]D�+LGD\DWL��6DZDUQL�+DVLEXDQ
SDJHV������������ )XOO�WH[W ���'2,����������LMDVHLW���������

7KH�(IIHFW�RI�.�&DUUDJHHQDQ�$GGLWLRQ�WR�WKH�&KDUDFWHULVWLFV�RI�-LFDPD�6WDUFK�%DVHG�(GLEOH�&RDWLQJ�DQG
,WV�3RWHQWLDO�$SSOLFDWLRQ�RQ�7KH�*UDSHYLQH

6UL�%XGL�:DKMXQLQJVLK����5RKDGL��6LWL�6XVDQWL��+HQULFXV�<D\DQ�6HW\DQWR
SDJHV������������ )XOO�WH[W ���'2,����������LMDVHLW���������

3K\VLFRFKHPLFDO�DQG�6HQVRU\�3URSHUWLHV�RI�3XPSNLQ��&XFXUELWD�PRVFKDWD�'��DQG�$UURZURRW��0DUDQWKD
DUXQGLQDFHDH�/��6WDUFK�EDVHG�,QVWDQW�3RUULGJH

$JXV�6ODPHW��'DQDU�3UDVHSWLDQJJD��5RIDQGL�+DUWDQWR����6DPDQKXGL
SDJHV������������ )XOO�WH[W ���'2,����������LMDVHLW���������

&KDUDFWHULVWLFV�RI�+LJK�3URWHLQ�6QDFNEDU�0DGH�RI�0RGLILHG�6ZHHW�3RWDWR�)ORXU

0DUOHHQ�6XQ\RWR��5REL�$QGR\R��(XLV�0DVLWRK
SDJHV������������ )XOO�WH[W ���'2,����������LMDVHLW���������

%LRPDVV�DQG�$UWHPLVLQLQ�3URGXFWLRQ�RI�$UWHPLVLD�DQQXD�/��RQ�6HYHUDO�$OWLWXGHV

$ELPDQ\X�'LSR�1XVDQWDUD��<XGK\�+DULQL�%HUWKDP��8VPDQ�6LVZDQWR��$SUL�$QGDQL
SDJHV������������ )XOO�WH[W ���'2,����������LMDVHLW���������

4XDOLW\�&KDUDFWHULVWLFV�RI�6DOWHG�(JJ�6RDNHG�ZLWK�$ORH�YHUD�6ROXWLRQ

'HQL�1RYLD��,QGUL�-XOL\DUVL
SDJHV������������ )XOO�WH[W ���'2,����������LMDVHLW���������

0RGLILFDWLRQ�RI�*URZLQJ�0HGLXP�IRU�&RQWDLQHU�0HORQ��&XFXPLVPHOR�/���3URGXFWLRQ�8VLQJ�*RDW�0DQXUH
DQG�'RORPLWH

0HUDNDWL�+DQGDMDQLQJVLK����+DVDQXGLQ��+HOIL�(ND�6DSXWUD����0DUZDQWR��$\X�3��<XQLQJW\DV
SDJHV������������ )XOO�WH[W ���'2,����������LMDVHLW���������

,GHQWLI\LQJ�.H\�)DFWRUV�$IIHFWLQJ�,QWHJUDWHG�DQG�6XVWDLQDEOH�'HYHORSPHQW�RI�5HG�2QLRQ�+RUWLFXOWXUH
&OXVWHU�$UHD

��+HOPL��5DIQHO�$]KDUL����+HQPDLGL����6LOILD��,EQX�5L\DGKLH
SDJHV������������ )XOO�WH[W ���'2,����������LMDVHLW���������

&RPEXVWLRQ�3HUIRUPDQFH�RI�%LRPDVV�&RPSRVLWH�%ULTXHWWH�IURP�5LFH�+XVN�DQG�%DQDQD�5HVLGXH

0XQLUD�0RKDPHG�1D]DUL��&KLQ�3RRL�6DQ��1RU�$PLUD�$WDQ
SDJHV������������ )XOO�WH[W ���'2,����������LMDVHLW���������

,-$6(,7,-$6(,7,-$6(,7

$ERXW$ERXW

(GLWRULDO�%RDUG(GLWRULDO�%RDUG

*XLGH�IRU�$XWKRUV*XLGH�IRU�$XWKRUV

-RXUQDO�&RQWDFW-RXUQDO�&RQWDFW

2QOLQH�6XEPLVVLRQ2QOLQH�6XEPLVVLRQ

3HHU�5HYLHZ�3ROLF\3HHU�5HYLHZ�3ROLF\

3XEOLFDWLRQ�(WKLFV3XEOLFDWLRQ�(WKLFV

%URZVH�$XWKRUV%URZVH�$XWKRUV

1(:�8SGDWH���,-$6(,7�LQ�6FRSXV1(:�8SGDWH���,-$6(,7�LQ�6FRSXV

1(:�8SGDWH���,-$6(,7�LQ�6FLPDJR�-51(:�8SGDWH���,-$6(,7�LQ�6FLPDJR�-5

6FRSXV6FRSXV6FRSXV�&LWH6FRUH�&LWH6FRUH�&LWH6FRUH

6FLPDJR6FLPDJR6FLPDJR�-RXUQDO�5DQN�-RXUQDO�5DQN�-RXUQDO�5DQN

7KXUVGD\�����'HFHPEHU�����7KXUVGD\�����'HFHPEHU����� ,661�����������,661�����������

+20(+20( $5&+,9(6$5&+,9(6

Daftar isi



$OJLQDWH�(QFDSVXODWLRQ�RI�7ULFKRGHUPD�KDU]LDQXP�DV�%LRFRQWURO�$JHQW�DJDLQVW�%URZQ�VSRW�'LVHDVH�RQ
5LFH��2U\]D�VDWLYD��LQ�9LWUR�$VVD\V

,QWDQ�6DNLQDK�0RKG�$QXDU��.X�$VPDK�.X�VXORQJ��+XVHLQ�$EGXO�*DQL��1XU�1DGLD�6DIL¶Q��.KDLUXO�$]PDQ
6DPVXGLQ��0RKG�=DIUL�:DKDE
SDJHV������������ )XOO�WH[W ���'2,����������LMDVHLW���������

'HWHUPLQDQWV�RI�3URILWDELOLW\�RI�6ZHHW�3RWDWR�3URGXFWLRQ�LQ�&DPDULQHV�6XU��3KLOLSSLQHV

0D��7HUHVD�%�/LUDJ
SDJHV������������ )XOO�WH[W ���'2,����������LMDVHLW���������

7KH�2SWLPL]DWLRQ�RI�7HPSHUDWXUH�DQG�/HQJWK�RI�([WUDFWLRQ�RI�/RFDO�&RUQ�6LON�3RZGHU�8VLQJ�5HVSRQVH
6XUIDFH�0HWKRGRORJ\

��+DVOLQD��'DQDU�3UDVHSWLDQJJD��9�3UL\R�%LQWRUR��%DPEDQJ�3XMLDVPDQWR
SDJHV������������ )XOO�WH[W ���'2,����������LMDVHLW���������

6SDWLDO�7HPSRUDO�3DWWHUQV�RI�$JULFXOWXUDO�'URXJKW�LQ�8SSHU�3URJR�:DWHUVKHG�%DVHG�RQ�5HPRWH�6HQVLQJ
DQG�/DQG�3K\VLFDO�&KDUDFWHULVWLFV

:DK\X�:LGL\DWPRNR����6XGLE\DNWR��(PLO\D�1XUMDQL��(ND�:XODQ�6DIULDQL
SDJHV������������ )XOO�WH[W ���'2,����������LMDVHLW���������

6HQVRU\�3UHIHUHQFH��1XWULHQW�&RQWHQW��DQG�6KHOI�/LIH�RI�0RULQJD�2OLHIHUD�/HDI�&UDFNHUV

5LWD�,VPDZDWL��0HGD�:DKLQL��,WD�)DWNKXU�5RPDGKRQL��4RU\�$LQD
SDJHV������������ )XOO�WH[W ���'2,����������LMDVHLW���������

6RLO�13.�9DULDELOLW\�0DSSLQJ�IRU�+DUXPDQLV�0DQJR�*URZQ�LQ�*UHHQKRXVH�DW�3HUOLV��0DOD\VLD

)DWKLQ�$\XQL�$]L]DQ��1XUPDUGKL\DK�5RVODQ��5DVKLGDK�5XVODQ��$LPL�$WKLUDK�$]QDQ��$KPDG�=XOIDG]OL
0RKDPHG�<XVRII
SDJHV������������ )XOO�WH[W ���'2,����������LMDVHLW���������

6PDOO�6FDOH�)DUPHU�3UHIHUHQFHV��([SORULQJ�WKH�*DS�7RZDUGV�3URGXFW�$WWULEXWHV�RI�/RFDO�DQG�,PSRUWHG
)HUWLOL]HUV

7RP\�3HUGDQD��+HVW\�1XUXO�8WDPL��$JULDQL�+HUPLWD�6DGHOL��)HUQLDQGD�5DKD\X�+HUPLDWLQ
SDJHV������������ )XOO�WH[W ���'2,����������LMDVHLW���������

,GHQWLILFDWLRQ�RI�3URVSHFWLYH�3URGXFW�IRU�WKH�'HYHORSPHQW�RI�,QWHJUDWHG�&RFRQXW�$JURLQGXVWU\�LQ
,QGRQHVLD

+HUPL]D�0DUGHVFL����6DQWRVD��1RYL]DU�1D]LU��5LND�$PSXK�+DGLJXQD
SDJHV������������ )XOO�WH[W ���'2,����������LMDVHLW���������

7KH�&RPELQDWLRQ�RI�3LSHU�&DQLQXP�%OXPH�/HDI�([WUDFW�DQG�&RPSRVW�)HUWLOL]HU�IRU�3UHVVLQJ�%ODVW
'LVHDVH�DQG�,PSURYLQJ�*URZWK�RI�%DOL�5HG�5LFH��2U\]D�6DWLYD�/LQQ�

1L�/XK�6XULDQL��$QDN�$JXQJ�.HWXW�'DUPDGL��1L�0DGH�6XVXQ�3DUZDQD\RQL��0RKDPDG�+DVQXO�1DLP�$EG
+DPLG��%RKDUL�0�<DPLQ
SDJHV������������ )XOO�WH[W ���'2,����������LMDVHLW���������

(IIHFWLYHQHVV�RI�&HUDPLFV�:DWHU�)LOWHU�3RWV�ZLWK�$GGLWLRQ�RI�6LOYHU�1LWUDWH�WR�5HGXFH�RI�(VFKHULFKLD�&ROL
&RQWHQWV

'ZL�5XVWDP�.HQGDUWR��$GQDQ�0XO\DZDQ��6RSKLD�'ZLUDWQD�13��1XUSLOLKDQ�%DIGDO��(GL�6XU\DGL
SDJHV������������ )XOO�WH[W ���'2,����������LMDVHLW���������

0LFURHQFDSVXODWLRQ�RI�/DFWREDFLOOXV�DFLGRSKLOXV�ZLWK�)UHH]H�'U\LQJ�0HWKRG�DQG�$SSOLFDWLRQ�WR�6\QELRWLF
%HYHUDJH�RI�%DQDQD�&RUP�6WRQH

'HEE\�0RRG\�6XPDQWL��,Q�LQ�+DQLGDK��,QGLUD�/DQWL�.D\DSXWUL��7LWD�5LDOLWD��(HQ�6XNDUPLQDK��5DLVKD�$XGLQD
3UDPHVZDUL�=DNDULD
SDJHV������������ )XOO�WH[W ���'2,����������LMDVHLW���������

$�)HDWXUH�([WUDFWRU�,&�IRU�$FRXVWLF�(PLVVLRQ�1RQ�GHVWUXFWLYH�7HVWLQJ

'DQLHOH�*LDUGLQR��0DUFR�0DWWD��6HUJLR�6SDQz
SDJHV������������ )XOO�WH[W ���'2,����������LMDVHLW���������

$UWLILFLDO�1HXUDO�1HWZRUN�%DVHG�)DXOW�'LDJQRVLV�RI�D�3XOOH\�%HOW�5RWDWLQJ�6\VWHP

$ODD�$EGXOKDG\�-DEHU��.KDOLG�0RKVLQ�$OL
SDJHV������������ )XOO�WH[W ���'2,����������LMDVHLW���������

/RJLFDO�$SSURDFK��&RQVLVWHQF\�5XOHV�EHWZHHQ�$FWLYLW\�'LDJUDP�DQG�&ODVV�'LDJUDP

1RUDLQL�6XODLPDQ��6KDULIDK�6DNLQDK�6\HG�$KPDG��6DEULQD�$KPDG
SDJHV������������ )XOO�WH[W ���'2,����������LMDVHLW���������

7KH7KH7KH�0DS�$XWKRUV�0DS�$XWKRUV�0DS�$XWKRUV

.H\ZRUGV.H\ZRUGV.H\ZRUGV�&ORXG�&ORXG�&ORXG

3XEOLVKHG�E\3XEOLVKHG�E\



(IIHFW�RI�+HDW�7UHDWPHQW�3URFHVV�RQ�7KH�0LFURVWUXFWXUH�DQG�0HFKDQLFDO�3URSHUWLHV�RI�7KH�6SUD\�&RDWLQJ
1L�&U�RQ�&7���6WHHO

$QK�7XDQ�+RDQJ��7KL�7KDQK�9DQ�7UDQ��9DQ�%DFK�1JX\HQ��'XRQJ�1DP�1JX\HQ
SDJHV������������ )XOO�WH[W ���'2,����������LMDVHLW���������

7RZDUGV�1HXUR�,QVSLUHG�(OHFWURQLF�2VFLOODWRUV�%DVHG�RQ�7KH�'\QDPLFDO�5HOD\LQJ�0HFKDQLVP

*LDQOXFD�6XVL��6LPRQH�$FFLDULWR��7HRGRUR�3DVFXDO��$OHVVDQGUR�&ULVWLQL��)HUQDQGR�0DHVW~
SDJHV������������ )XOO�WH[W ���'2,����������LMDVHLW���������

)X]]\�$XWRPDWRQ�DV�D�'HWHFWLRQ�0HFKDQLVP�IRU�WKH�0XOWL�6WHS�$WWDFN

0RKDPPDG�$OPVHLGLQ��,PUH�3LOOHU��0RXKDPPG�$O�.DVDVVEHK��6]LOYHV]WHU�.RYDFV
SDJHV������������ )XOO�WH[W ���'2,����������LMDVHLW���������

$XWRPDWLF�&OXVWHU�RULHQWHG�6HLVPLFLW\�3UHGLFWLRQ�$QDO\VLV�RI�(DUWKTXDNH�'DWD�'LVWULEXWLRQ�LQ�,QGRQHVLD

$OL�5LGKR�%DUDNEDK��7UL�+DUVRQR��$PDQJ�6XGDUVRQR
SDJHV������������ )XOO�WH[W ���'2,����������LMDVHLW���������

7KH�0LG�0LRFHQH�&OLPDWLF�2SWLPXP��00&2��,QGLFDWLRQ�DW�/RZ�/DWLWXGH�6HGLPHQW�&DVH�6WXG\��7KH
0LRFHQH�&LEXODNDQ�)RUPDWLRQ��%RJRU�%DVLQ��,QGRQHVLD

5XEL\DQWR�.DSLG��:DK\X�'ZLMR�6DQWRVR��%HQ�,NKVDQ��0RHKDPPDG�$OL�-DPEDN��'DVDSWD�(UZLQ�,UDZDQ
SDJHV������������ )XOO�WH[W ���'2,����������LMDVHLW���������

5HODWLRQVKLS�EHWZHHQ�0DWKHPDWLFDO�3DUDPHWHUV�RI�0RGLILHG�9DQ�GHU�3RO�2VFLOODWRU�0RGHO�DQG�(&*
0RUSKRORJLFDO�)HDWXUHV

)UDQFHVFD�6LOYHVWUL��6LPRQH�$FFLDULWR��*DXUD\�0DQL�.KDQDO
SDJHV������������ )XOO�WH[W ���'2,����������LMDVHLW���������

%DFNSURSDJDWLRQ�1HXUDO�1HWZRUN�%DVHG�RQ�/RFDO�6HDUFK�6WUDWHJ\�DQG�(QKDQFHG�0XOWL�REMHFWLYH
(YROXWLRQDU\�$OJRULWKP�IRU�%UHDVW�&DQFHU�'LDJQRVLV

$VKUDI�2VPDQ�,EUDKLP��6LWL�0DUL\DP�6KDPVXGGLQ��$EGXOUD]DN�<DK\D�6DOHK��$OL�$KPHG��0RKG�$U¿DQ�,VPDLO�
6KDKUHHQ�.DVLP
SDJHV������������ )XOO�WH[W ���'2,����������LMDVHLW���������

$PEDU��$�&RPSHWHQFH�(YDOXDWLQJ�6\VWHP�IRU�3UHVFKRRO�&KLOGUHQ

(OHQD�)DELROD�5XL]�/HGHVPD��/DXUD�,YRRQH�*DUD\�-LPpQH]��&KDGZLFN�&DUUHWR�$UHOODQR
SDJHV������������ )XOO�WH[W ���'2,����������LMDVHLW���������

7KH�(IIHFW�RI�$XJPHQWHG�5HDOLW\�RQ�6SDWLDO�9LVXDOL]DWLRQ�$ELOLW\�RI�(OHPHQWDU\�6FKRRO�6WXGHQW

'DQDNRUQ�1LQFDUHDQ�$�/�(K�3KRQ��0RKG�+LVKDPXGGLQ�$EGXO�5DKPDQ��1XU�,FKVDQ�8WDPD��0RKDPDG�%LODO
$OL��1RRU�'D\DQD�$EG�+DOLP��6KDKUHHQ�.DVLP
SDJHV������������ )XOO�WH[W ���'2,����������LMDVHLW���������

$�6XSSRUWLYH�7RRO�IRU�3URMHFW�%DVHG�/HDUQLQJ�DQG�/DERUDWRU\�%DVHG�(GXFDWLRQ

,UZDQ�$OQDUXV�.DXWVDU��5L\DQDUWR�6DUQR
SDJHV������������ )XOO�WH[W ���'2,����������LMDVHLW���������

2Q�7DFNOLQJ�5HDO�/LIH�2SWLPL]DWLRQ�3UREOHPV

1DGLD�$EG�$OVDERXU
SDJHV������������ )XOO�WH[W ���'2,����������LMDVHLW���������

$SSURDFKLQJ�&',2�WR�,QQRYDWH�WKH�7UDLQLQJ�3URJUDP�IRU�6HDIDUHUV�WR�0HHW�WKH�5HTXLUHPHQWV�RI�WKH
,QGXVWULDO�5HYROXWLRQ����

7LHQ�4XRF�/H
SDJHV������������ )XOO�WH[W ���'2,����������LMDVHLW���������

5HVHDUFK�DQG�'HVLJQ�DQ�([SHULPHQWDO�0RGHO�IRU�WKH�'HWHUPLQDWLRQ�RI�'HSRVLWV�)RUPDWLRQ�0HFKDQLVP�LQ
WKH�&RPEXVWLRQ�&KDPEHU

9DQ�9LHW�3KDP
SDJHV������������ )XOO�WH[W ���'2,����������LMDVHLW���������
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Abstract—Most real-world applications are concerned with minimizing or maximizing some quantity so as to enhance some result. 
This emphasizes the importance of optimization and subsequently the significance of the optimization methods that are able to tackle 
these real-life optimization problems. There are a number of practical reasons for which traditional optimization and exhaustive 
algorithms cannot deal with a variety of these real-life optimization applications although there are numerous optimization problems 
that can benefit from applying these traditional optimization algorithms to handle them. Therefore, their is a need for propsong new 
optimization algorithms (such as nature inspired optimization methods) and optimize the capabilities of the existing ones (such as 
hybridization and parallelization) as well. This paper investigates the most recent optimization directions for dealing with the real-life 
optimization problems with an application to one of the most common and important optimization problems in a variety of financial 
fields and other fields which is the portfolio optimization problem since it is considered one of the most crucial problems in the 
modern financial management and has a variety of applications such as asset management and building strategic asset allocation. The 
computational results were got utilizing benchmark data from the OR library with the use of modern optimization algorithms. In 
addition, the article highlights the differences and similarities among the utilized optimization methods. In addition, recent 
advancements to the utilized optimization methods are highlighted.  
 
Keywords—real-world problems; nature-inspired algorithms; differential evolution (DE); particle swarm optimization (PSO). 
 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
While there are numerous optimization problems that can 

benefit from applying traditional optimization algorithms to 
handle them, there is a number of practical reasons behind 
which these methods cannot deal with a variety of real-life 
applications. These methods are mostly local search ones 
that can not ensure getting the global optimum (except when 
handling convex and linear problems). This is because their 
outcomes are on the basis of the initial starting points [1]. 

Besides, exhaustive algorithms (looking through all of the 
conceivable solutions) are usually time-consuming and 
hence intractable. This is because it has been proven that 
they are not appropriate for tackling complex and large 
optimization problems such as real-life ones as they do not 
get optimal results in a reasonable time [2]-[3]. 

This has motivated the advancement of recent heuristic 
optimization algorithms (such as recent evolutionary 
algorithms such as differential evolution) and new features 
to the current ones (such as hybridization and parallelization).  

Heuristic search refers to the possibility of making some 
smart decisions without considering the whole picture but on 
the basis of the minimum given information. The term 
heuristic is utilized for the methods that discover solutions 

among all conceivable ones without ensuring discovering the 
best one. Consequently they get roughly close results. 

When utilizing a heuristic method for tackling an 
optimization problem, it is required to tell whether the ideal 
solution convergence will take place in the closest future 
(will the present solution get closer to the best one?) or will 
always be a gap to the best solution? [4]. 

Metaheuristics are not problem-specific and are 
approximate strategies that guide the search procedure to 
efficiently investigate the search space. They get within 
acceptable time satisfying solution rather than ensuring 
discovering the best one [5]. 

A good instance of modern metaheuristics is nature-
inspired optimization methods that are a set of novel 
algorithms whose ideas are motivated from nature. This is 
because there has been a common belief that nature provides 
optimal results for a variety of complicated problems. Ideas 
and concepts existed in nature have been studied in order to 
propose algorithms that simulating these ideas and concepts 
and can handle successfully these difficult problems. Nature-
inspired optimization methods have successfully handled a 
variety of real-life optimization problems. Therefore, they 
have attracted considerable attention from numerous 
researchers from a variety of domains. Examples are 
evolutionary and swarm intelligence methods [2], [6].  
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Abstract— The Three Dimensional Fast Fourier Transform (3D-FFT) is commonly used to solve the partial differential equations 
describing the system evolution in several physical phenomena, such as the motion of viscous fluids described by the Navier–Stokes 
equations. Simulation of such problems requires the use of a parallel High-Performance Computing architecture since the size of the 
problem grows with the cube of the FFT size, and the representation of the single point comprises several double precision floating- 
point complex numbers. Modern High-Performance Computing (HPC) systems are considering the inclusion of FPGAs as 
components of this computing architecture because they can combine effective hardware acceleration capabilities and dedicated 
communication facilities. Furthermore, the network topology can be optimized for the specific calculation that the cluster must 
perform, especially in the case of algorithms limited by the data exchange delay between the processors. In this paper, we explore an 
HPC design that uses FPGA accelerators to compute the 3DFFT. We devise a scalable FFT engine based on a custom radix-2 double-
precision core that is used to implement the Decimation in Frequency version of the Cooley–Tukey FFT algorithm. The FFT engine 
can be adapted to different technology constraints and networking topologies by adjusting the number of cores and configuration 
parameters in order to minimize the overall calculation time. We compare the various possible configurations with the technological 
limits of available hardware. Finally, we evaluate the bandwidth required for continuous FFT execution in the APEnet toroidal mesh 
network.  
 
Keywords— 3D-FFT; FPGA; high-performance computing; cluster. 
 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Continuous demand for efficient computing power is 

pushing designers into integrating dedicated hardware 
components in High-Performance Computing (HPC) 
architectures to improve computational efficiency. General-
purpose CPUs can delegate specific tasks to the hardware 
accelerator decreasing the latency of computationally 
demanding task such as the training of neural networks [1]-
[4], video or audio processing [5]-[8], environmental 
forecasting [9]-[11], security algorithms [12], automotive 
applications [13], etc. In other scenarios, hardware 
accelerators are used to reduce system power consumption 
[14]-[15].  

Modern HPC systems are evaluating the inclusion of 
FPGAs as components of their system architectures because 
they can combine effective hardware acceleration 
capabilities and dedicated communication facilities in a 
single device. The resulting design is suitable to execute 

distributed tasks in computer clusters effectively. An actual 
example is Microsoft Catapult [16], a data center able to act 
as an HPC system thanks to the introduction of FPGA 
accelerators. In this context, FPGAs also allows optimizing 
the data exchange among the hardware acceleration modules 
thanks to the direct connections supported by the network 
controllers which are integrated into the programmable 
hardware. 

A. FFT for simulations 
A widely used algorithm in the simulations of physical 

phenomena is the Multidimensional FFT and in particular 
the 3D FFT [17] that are employed in solving the partial 
differential equations of physical models, such as the 
Navier–Stokes equations that describe the motion of viscous 
fluids [18] or Newtonian mechanics equations of Molecular 
Dynamics [19]. Simulation of such problems requires the 
use of HPC since the size of the problem grows rapidly and 
this is mainly due to three reasons: 
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Abstract— This paper presents the current development supportive tool for both lecturers and students that conduct Project Based 
Learning (PBL) and Lab Based Education (LBE) on Higher Education Institution (HEI). For PBL and LBE implementations, 
lecturer needs to monitor, evaluate the learning process. And, students need to publish the learning outcomes in the public domain. In 
this research, we propose the supportive tool that will be used by lecturer which is taught on different academic courses. Also, the 
proposed supportive tool had designed to used by the student as a particular group. These groups were formed of the student from 
several academic courses that supervises by the same lecturer. The developed supportive tool are microframework based which mean 
it could be implemented on mini devices. The current development supportive tool could be an alternative software assistant that 
support lecturer to implement  Project Based Learning (PBL) and Lab Based Education (LBE). The developed supportive tool has 
been introduced to 135 students and 16 lecturers as a participant to evaluate the system usability. The results from the questionnaire 
show more than 90% of users state the benefit of the use supportive tool. Also from analyzing Log metric, users on average complete a 
designated task in just less than 5 minutes. It indicates that the developed supportive tool is easy to use and shows the effectiveness of 
the developed supportive tools. 
 
Keywords— supportive tool; Project Based Learning; Laboratory Based Education; PBL; LBE. 
 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
With the era of the Industry 4.0 revolution, Higher 

Education Institutions will have been challenging to provide 
experience to its student for having skill and knowledge to 
solve world reality problem in a digital manner [1]–[4]. The 
need for skill and knowledge in Industry 4.0 era is an ability 
to design a system to preserve vast amount data from digital 
products and made it (machine) to learn the future needs 
(automation) [5], [6].  

The implementation of Project Based Learning (PBL) in 
an academic course could be as a solution to give the student 
experience to working as a team and having the experience 
to involve on some IT projects or develop an applications [7].  

As a complement to the success of Laboratory-Based 
Education that implemented on mostly University in Japan 
show that shifting conventional academic course (face to 
face model in the academic course) to peer teaching that 
could be as a solution to increase research publications [8], 
[9]. For implementing both learning methods in the daily 
academic courses, the lecturers need to be assisted by the 
supportive tool that not only monitors the learning process 

but also scores and publishes learning results on the public 
domain. From our previous research, we present Lecturer 
Based Supportive Tools (LBST) which enable lecturers to 
create learning content through a web-based application that 
can be accessed in online and offline condition (no need 
internet connection) [10]. And, it presents interoperability 
between the existing Learning Management System (LMS) 
and the developed supportive tool using service-based 
architecture [11]–[13]. As an addition, this paper proposed a 
supportive tool that supports lecturers to implement Project 
Based Learning (PBL) and Lab Based Educations (LBE). 

II. MATERIAL AND METHOD 
In this section, we will provide a brief explanation of 

Project Based Learning and Laboratory Based Education. 
Also, we present the use of Microframework as development 
method and the proposed architecture. 

A. Project Based Learning 
Project Based Learning (PBL) is a learning model that 

encourage students as a learner to solve real-world problems 
by applying the knowledge and the skill from academic 
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course [7], [9], [14]. For the PBL experience, we deliver an 
assignment to all students to make software with topics: ”A 
Software As Service for College Students”. In short, all 
software that will be proposed by students as their final 
project are software that needed by students itself in order to 
support their academic activities. Furthermore, students also 
required to publish a final report, presentation, and poster 
according to the proposed software.  

B. Laboratory Based Education 
The goal of Laboratory-Based Education is to provide 

student as a learner for having self-centered learning [8]. The 
idea is to give a student a laboratory environment that 
student could direct access and start research as soon as 
possible. The key in Laboratory-Based Education is a peer 
teaching. The faculty member only helps undergraduate 
students when there is a problem that could not be solved by 
postgraduate students. This pyramid role of the LBE is 
illustrated in the Fig. 1. 

 

 
Fig. 1 LBE Pyramid of Peer Teaching 

 
From Fig. 1, the undergraduate students, the graduate 

student and  the post doctoral researcher are learning 
together with their peers. A faculty member only 
helps/supervise when needed. LBE is targeting students not 
only an expertise in their fields, but also developing soft skill 
such as communication, management, cooperativeness and 
leadership. 

C. Experimental Methods 
The experiments have been conducted at Informatics 

Department, Faculty of Engineering, Universitas 
Muhammadiyah Sidoarjo and held on Academic Year 
2017/2018.   

TABLE I 
CLASSROOM IMPLEMENTATION FOR LBE AND PBL EXPERIMENTS 

Class Code Class Name 
HCI-8A3 
HCI-8B4 

Human Computer Interaction (HCI) (8th 
Semester) 

ADSI-6A1 
ADSI-6A2 

Analysis and Design Information Systems 
(ADSI) (6th Semester)  

SI-4A3 
SI-4A4 

Information System (IS) (4th Semester) 

 
 

Next, for the implementation of Lab Based Education 
(LBE), we obligate to each class to finding a partner from 
designated class. From 6 class groups, we divide into two 
main groups which are class code with an odd number and 
class code with an even number. Table 1 shows 6 classes 
groups in which the experiment have been conducted. 

Also, we set rules that 8th-semester main task is to 
develop UX/UI design (as the implementation of their HCI 
courses). The main task of 6th-semester students is to design 
the complete diagram (as the implementation of their ADSI 
courses). The main task of 4th-semester students is software 
prototyping that based on the UX/UI design and the 
development diagram as the implementation of their IS 
courses. The pyramid of designated class that experimenting 
LBE shown on the Fig. 2.  

 
 

 
Fig. 2 Classroom implementation of LBE and PBL experiments 

D. Development Method 
In early-stage supportive tool development, we had 

implemented rapid prototyping using Google Design Sprint 
(GDS) [15]. The key in DS are answering main features (or 
from original GDS definition called the business questions) 
through design, build prototype, and test it with user. The 
GDS methodology itself is inline with six phases: 
Understand, Define, Sketch, Decide and Validate. 

To build the prototype, Flask Microframework has chosen 
for developing the proposed supportive tool [16]. As python 
based microframework, the developed supportive tool could 
serve as a web server. With running a single python script, it 
can be run independently as web application without hosted 
at the web server. This mean, the lecturer could use the 
developed supportive tool directly and no need to install 
Apache/Nginx web server.  

Flask is adapting MVC (Model-View-Controller) 
framework that separate application layer and presentation 
layer. This mean, the *.py file and *.html file is in the 
different directory. The MVC model is suitable for future 
developments. Because of its separate database, control layer, 
and presentation layer. Fig. 3 shown the directory structure 
of web-based application using Flask MVC. All the database 
definition (as a Model) and the routing as the Controller are 
written in app.py. The static directory contains all static file 
such as *.js, *.css. And the templates directory is the 
directory to store *.html files as a View part from MVC 
framework. 
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Fig. 3 MVC Model Directory on Flask Microframework 

 
All request from the client will be routed according to the 

designated URL that configured in *.py files. For an 
example, we have index.html and hello.html in the templates 
directory: 

1)  Example index.html. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2)  Example hello.html 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
To configure the request from the client, it uses “route()” 

decorator. To route the request and view the targeted HTML, 
the URL needs to be registered in “@app.route”. For an 
example, when it needs to set up the index (main page) to  
access index.html, it uses the scripts as shown at Fig. 4. 

 
 
 
 
 

 

  
Fig. 4 Example “.py” file as main application 

 
From the above script, line 5 to 7 are used to route all 

request when need access an index homepage (top level 
directory of its web application). Line 9 to 11 are used to 
response a request from URL: http://domain/hello/paramater. 
At line 9 to 11, it is shown that the designated URL could 
give a parameter.  

To start the server, the user need to execute main “.py” 
file. If “.py” file from Fig. 4 has executed, Fig. 5 shown the 
WSGI server is ready to accept a request. 

 

 
Fig. 5 WSGI server has been activated 

 
By default, WSGI using port 5000 to serve its web 

requests. At local access, a user can request by accessing 
“http://localhost:5000/” (as shown at the Fig. 6). 

 
 

 Fig. 6 Response from the WSGI server 

 
If user access “http://localhost:5000/hello/Alice”, the 

server will recognize the parameter after “/hello”, as 
configured in “app.py” (Fig. 4). The WSGI will respond 
“hello.html” as shown at Fig. 7. 

 

<!DOCTYPE html> 
<html> 
    <head> 
        <title>Suppotive 
Tool</title> 
    </head> 
    <body> 
        <h1>Server Status:</h1> 
        <p>Ready!</p> 
    </body> 
</html> 

<!DOCTYPE html> 
<html> 
    <head> 
        <title>Suppotive 
Tool</title> 
    </head> 
    <body> 
        <h2>Welcome {{user}}</h2> 
    </body> 
</html> 
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Fig. 7  Response from the WSGI server with parameter 

 
With the above methods, it will be easier to design and 

implement a user requirement that needs to be developed in 
the proposed supportive tool.  

E. User Interactions 
The prospective user for the developed supportive tool is 

lecturers, student as the project manager and students as a 
team member. The interactions of the user and developed 
supportive tool are described in the Fig. 8. 

 

 
Fig. 8 User interaction diagram on the proposed supportive tooler 

 
The prospective user for the developed supportive tool is 

lecturers, student The students had been provided with many 
features. From Fig. 8, The final project materials are 
uploaded by a student with project manager level access. 
And a student with no level access can view, download, and 
uploaded final project where not only from their groups but 
also from other groups. 

F. Proposed Architecture 
To adapt bandwidth limitation that might happen during 

implementation, the proposed supportive tool will be 

developed into two versions. First, it will develop for self-
hosting or deploy on the low-end machine. Second, it will 
develop into a server machine as usual. Both versions are 
using Flask. The differences are the database engine being 
used. For the self-hosted version using SQLite and for server 
machine using MySQL. Another differences are the 
developed supportive for server machine is provided by Web 
Service using Flask-REST API. The architecture of the 
current development supportive tool is shown in the Fig. 9. 

 

 
Fig. 9 User interaction diagram on the proposed supportive tool 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Supportive Tools For Lecturer 
Any tools that assist learner while learning the process 

and track the achievement could be labeled as a ePortfolio. 
The ePortfolio also used as storage system on any learning 
model that evidence-based as the results. even though the 
current developed supportive tool main feature is similar to 
evidence collection,  the proposed supportive tool main 
feature is not only assisting a student to submit and publish 
their final project but also designated for lecturers to track 
the process when final project was conducted by many 
groups of students.  

To use the supportive tools, lecturers only need to send an 
invitation through email to one of an appointed group 
member as their Project Manager (PM). In these experiments, 
we use the existing Google Mail Account to send the 
invitations and Flask-Mail module to sent email over SMTP. 

After lecturers send the invitations, a PM should activate 
the link and start to add the group member. Other features 
that provide in lecturers dashboard are Post Information, 
View Progress Report, and Grading Page. The activity 
diagram of lecturers as a user shown on the Fig. 10.  

Lecturers also provide with invitation status of the PM. 
After PM accept the invitation, it will notify lecturer that PM 
account has been activated. Fig. 11 shown the PM account 
that has been activated or not. 
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Fig. 10 Lecturer activity diagram 

 

 
Fig. 11 Account activation status of students as the project manager 

B. Progress Report 
The key success of the PBL and LBE implementations are 

lecturer roles in monitoring the learning process. To address 
these need, the current development supportive tool provides 
Progress Report Form where students obligated to input it in 
every week. Fig. 12 shows progress report table that has 
been inputted by students. 

 

 
 

Fig. 12 Progress report inputted by students 

C. Log Report 
Lecturers have been provided not only the information 

about progress report from each team but also the log 
information that can be accessed by lecturer only. By using 
the log, its hopes to help lecturers could analyze the learning 
process.  

Form log itself, it stores the log with the value of URL 
Address that has been accessed, the timestamp of the 
accessed page and the IP address. To make these possible, it 
needs to insert a log table every each request which is 
different routes that have configured from .py files. As a 
result, a full activity from a user has been logged. Fig. 13 
show an example log result.   

 

 
Fig. 13 Log of user activities 

 
The log from user interaction will be useful for meta-

analysis as part of post-production evaluation. The 
exploration of the log-based metric can complete and 
validate the usability evaluation conducted by interview or 
questionnaire [17], [18]. 

D. Project Publishing 
As a result of Project Based Learning, students need to 

publish their final project in the public domain. This mean, 
the developed supportive tool need to provide an input form 
which enables students to input the project detail/description, 
the project repository. Fig. 14 showing the form to input 
project description. 
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Fig. 14 Project description form 

 
Also, as a result of Lab Based Education activities, the 

developed supportive tool need to provide an unloading 
mechanism for store final report, presentation and poster in 
digital formats. Fig. 15 shows the input form for uploading 
the digital documents.  
 

 
Fig. 15 Form for upload final report, presentation and poster 

 
After students have been finished to uploads the 

document, the uploaded documents will be accessible to the 
public. Fig 16 shown the front page of the developed 
supportive tool. 

E. Lecturer Grading 
When students have been finished to publish their final 

reports, presentations and posters, it is time for lecturers to 
give an evaluations. Because of each groups consist of 
different students from different class, lecturers need to be 
provided with one single form entry to give a score to whole 
team member.  Fig. 17 shown an example process evaluation  
for one of student groups. 
 

 
Fig. 16 Homepage of developed supportive tool 

 

 
Fig. 17 Scoring form for each groups 

F. Supportive Tool Deployment 

1)  Self Hosted 
The use of Microframework brings other advantages. The 

developed supportive tool application size is less than 20 
MB. This made possible to deploy it at the mini device. The 
term mini device is a hand on carrying pc board that helps 
lecturers mobility to use the supportive tool in the different 
classroom.  

In these experiments, the proposed supportive tool has 
been deployed at the APC board and connect it into the 
access point. Fig. 18 show the network topology and the 
supportive tool deployment to the APC Board. 
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Fig. 18 Self hosted deployment of developed supportive tool 

 
By default, the Werkzeug module used by Flask as 

request handler, it can only serve one request only. Because 
the Werkzeug is designed to only development model [19]. 
To hosted on the mini device or other machine and serve 
many requests, it needs to use uWSGI as request handler 
[20]. To start using uWSGI, it needs "wsgi.py" file that 
imports an “app”. The wsgi.py should be as in Fig. 19: 

 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 19 An example of wsgi.py 
 
A “module_name” is the name of the .py file as the main 

program. To start a server, it needs to execute the command 
in Fig 20. 

 
 
 

Fig. 20 The uWSGI command to start a server 
 
With the above command, the proposed supportive tool 

can be accessed from “http://server_IP_address:5000”.  

2)  Hosted on Machine Server 
In this experiments, developed supportive tool will be 

deployed on a server with Ubuntu 14.04 as operating system 
and Nginx as the web server.  

Even though it uses Nginx as the default web server, it 
needs to configure Nginx to pass a request to application 
socket using uwsgi protocol. The configuration starts with 
creating a “.ini” file in the project directory to activate the 
uWSGI. Example of “.ini” files is in the Fig. 21. 

 
 

 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 21 Example uwsgi.ini for uWSGI configuration 
 
Next, it needs to create an upstart script to start the 

uWSGI. The upstart script will allow operating system init 
system to automatically start uWSGI and serve the Flask 
application whenever the server machine boots. The upstart 
script needs to save in “.conf” format at 
“/etc/init/projectname.conf”. Example of the upstart file is in 
Fig. 22. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 22 Example “.conf” in Nginx as upstart file 
 
The final part of server machine configuration is to create 

server block and order Nginx to listen on the port 80 and use 
this block for incoming requests to our server's domain name 
or IP address.  

The configuration is done by creating “.conf” and saved 
on “/etc/nginx/conf.d/projectname.conf”. Example server 
block that needs to be configured on the Nginx web server 
shown at Fig. 23. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 23 Nginx server block for domain configuration 
 
From the above configuration, the developed supportive 

tool can be accessed directly by both lecturer and students 
from his/her mobile device. Because it was installed on a 
mini device and some Access Point (AP), all user need to 
connect their device with the access point.  

G. Usability Evaluation and Log Metrics 
Usability Evaluation is described as the measurement to 

which a product can be easily used by targeted users with 
efficiency and satisfaction to achieve certain objectives. To 
explore user satisfaction, an interview and a certain 

1 from modul_name import app  
2 if __name__ == "__main__": 
3     app.run() 
 
 

uwsgi --socket 0.0.0.0:5000 --protocol=http -
wsgi:app  

[uwsgi] 
module = wsgi 
 
master = true 
processes = 5 
 
socket = app.sock 
chmod-socket = 660 
vacuum = true 

start on runlevel [2345] 
stop on runlevel [!2345] 
 
setuid username 
setgid www-data 
 
env 
PATH=/home/username/projectname/projectenv/bin 
chdir /home/username/projectname 
exec uwsgi --ini projectname.ini 

server { 
    listen 80; 
    server_name domain.ourserver.com; 
 
    location / { 
        include uwsgi_params; 
        uwsgi_pass 
unix:/home/username/projectname/projectname.soc
k; 
    } 
} 
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experiment being conducted by 135 students and 16 lecturers 
as a participant.  

During the experimental session, students were asked to 
finish several tasks as mentioned in Fig. 8 as the simulation 
of the use of the developed supportive tool with student level 
access. Lecturer as a participant also requested to finish 
several activities as mentioned in Fig. 10 as the simulation of 
the use of the developed supportive tool with lecturer level 
access. After finished the experiments, both lecturers and 
student are interviewed and asked to fill the questionnaire. 
Table II has shown the question that given to students. 

The experiments had conducted within a laboratory where 
the participants use the supportive tool which installed in 
local machine server that available in the laboratory. To 
measure the effectiveness and difficulties, we analyzed the 
timestamp from the Log creation when participants were 
asked to accomplished the certain task as part of the 
experiments.  

 
TABLE II 

STUDENT QUESTIONNARE 

No Question 
1 Before implementation of PBL-LBE class model I 

experience paper-based assignment (yes/no/not sure) 
2 I prefer paperless assignment (yes/no/not sure) 
3 The benefit using supportive tool for uploading final 

project material : 
A. I can upload the final project materials at times 
convenient to me  
B. No extra cost for report final project 
C. I like to know other groups final project 
D. I choose A, B, C 
E. I failed to see the benefit  of  using supportive tool 

4 The interface of the supportive tool is easy to use 
(yes/no/not sure) 

5 The error message was given by system (yes/no/not sure) 
6 The supportive tools enable me to interact with other 

groups asynchronously (yes/no/not sure) 
7 I become productive using the supportive tool (yes/no/not 

sure) 
8 Knowing some group ideas and mockups, I felt need to 

collaborate with the group to develop the application to 
more mature version (yes/no/not sure) 

9 
 

Other groups ideas and mockups in their final report help 
me find a topic for my undergraduate final project 
(yes/no/not sure) 

10 I would like to continue using proposed supportive tool 
on next semester (yes/no/not sure) 

 
As results, students mostly opted “Yes” in question 1,2,4 

until 10. Fig. 24 shown the dominance of opted Yes in the 
student's questionnaire.  

For question 3 from the student's questionnaire, 90% of 
students opted A, B, C which shown the benefit of the use 
supportive tool in order to support the submitting final 
project materials. Fig. 25 show the percentage of question 3 
from the student questionnaire. 
 

 
 

Fig. 24 Students rensponses from question 1,2,4 until 10 
 

 
Fig. 25 Students rensponses from question 3 

 
TABLE III 

LECTURE QUESTIONNARE 

No Question 
1 I always experience scoring students report with a paper-

based assignment (yes/no/not sure) 
2 I prefer to check students assignment in a paperless 

manner (yes/no/not sure) 
3 The benefit using supportive tool  check students final 

project material : 
A. I can check the final project materials at times 
convenient to me  
B. I could know the progress  report while students finish 
their final projects 
C. Both A and B 
D. I failed to see the benefit  of  using supportive tool 

4 The interface of the supportive tool is easy to use 
(yes/no/not sure) 

5 The error message was given by the system (yes/no/not 
sure) 

6 The supportive tools enable me to interact with students 
asynchronously (yes/no/not sure) 

7 I become productive using the supportive tool (yes/no/not 
sure) 

 
As the results of the lecturer’s experiments, lecturers also 

mostly opted “Yes” in question 1,2,4 until 10. Fig. 26 shown 
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the dominancies of opted “Yes” in the lecturer's 
questionnaire. 

For question 3 at the lecturer’s  questionnaire, 90% 
lectures opted C which shown the benefit of the use 
supportive tool in order to check and see the progress report 
of the submitted final project materials. Fig. 27  shown the 
percentage of Question 3 from the lecturer’s questionnare. 

 

 
Fig. 26 Lecturer’s rensponses from question 1,2,4 until 10 

 

 
 

Fig. 27 Lecturer’s rensponses from question 3 
 
 
Next experiments were analyzed the created log while 

participants asked to do several tasks as mentioned in Fig. 8. 
Example log created as shown in Fig. 13. 

As a result, all students in averages needs only less than 4 
minutes to accomplish each given task. Fig. 28 shown the 
average time spent while students perform interaction in 
with the supportive tools. For lecturers itself, lecturers on 
average needs less than 3 minutes to finish each given task. 
Average time spent that lecturers need to accomplish the 
given task are shown in Fig. 29.  

Remembering when there is no tutorial given before the 
experiments had conducted, all participants just needs a little 
time to accomplish the given task. It indicates that the 
developed supportive tool is easy to use and shows the 
effectiveness of the developed supportive tools.  
 

 
Fig. 28 Average time spent by students as the participant 

 

 
 

Fig. 29 Average time spent by lecturers as the participant 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 
This paper presents the current development web-based 

application used by lecturers as supportive tools for 
implement Project Based Learning and Lab Based 
Educations.  Lecturers can monitor the learning process from 
progress report that has been inputted by students. Because 
each group is consist of different class groups, lecturers no 
need to input manually the score to each student. Lecturers 
only need the score for a whole group.  

The developed supportive tool can be used by students as 
an online portfolio to show their project. Since all final 
project, presentation and poster are visible on the public 
domain, other students can also view other groups projects 
and download the uploaded documents. The developed 
supportive tool offer one-stop solution for lecturers that will 
implement Project Based Learning and Lab Based Education. 
Lecturers no need install blog engine for an announcement, 
Learning Management System to track students progress 
report and do grading, and ePortfolio to show students 
projects. All these features are provided at the developed 
supportive tool. From experiments results, the use of 
supportive tools has gain beneficial from both students dan 
lecturers. The use of supportive tools as an application for 
PBL and LBE implementations brought students and 
lecturers to build the submitted final project into better 
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version while they found an interesting project that really 
solves real-world problems. 

As a result of one academic semester experiment with 6 
class groups, we obtain 32 particular groups with 32 
particular web-based applications as their final project. This 
experiment's results can be useful repositories for next year 
academic students. The repository can be used not only as a 
reference but also for a hub among students to develop the 
final projects into production level applications.  
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